
§ 2. Key to the symbols used.

Vowels.
a It has nearly the sound of German a, sometimes long and sometimes

short. When it is long, it sounds like a in German Rat, Tag, When it is

short, it is more like the sound of a in German Mann, It is most times long,

when it has a principal or secondary stress. It is short before x* mm, nn,
and in all unaccentuated syllables. It is also constantly short in some other
exceptional cases, and then I write a, making use of the brevis, because
otherwise there would be some danger of mispronunciation.

a See above.

a A long open vowel with the sound of French e in etre, gene. It is

usually a contraction of the diphthong ai (ai), De Josselin de Jong often
uses the symbol a in his texts, but I always prefer to write ai, whether this

diphthong is monophthongized or not.

a In this grammar I use the symbol i only for a short vowel, which
sounds much the same as German o in mochte. In my texts accentuated a
in open syllables is used for a long vowel, but here a and § are always
replaced by a.

a A long vowel that sounds like English a in fall, though it is not so
very different from Blackfoot accentuated a, or from English a in father.

a A short vdwel, th^ quality of which is very much akin to that of a.

We may not be far amiss in identifyin the sound of a with that of English

u in but. The Peigans often waver between a and a.

c Long e sounds like German ee in Seele, while short e has nearly the

sound of e in French ferme. But, be it long or short, it is always more
inclining to i than either German ee or French e will be. When e has a

principal or a secondary stress, it will be long. In other cases it is short.

£ A short vowel, with the sound of German Messer, kennen. I have
made a spare use of this symbol, in my texts as well as in my later writings.

i A sound between French e and French i. When it has a principal or

a secondary stress, it is most times long, and then Peigan pronunciation



often wavers between i and e. It is short before pp, mm, nn, and in all

unaccentuated syllables. It is also constantly short in some other exceptional

cases, in which I write i, making use of the brevis. Before vowels it is apt

to be reduced to the semi-vowel y, but generally, though not always. I have

retained the sign i,

o When it has a principal or secondary stress, except before x* it is

long, and then it sounds like German o in rot. When it is not accentuated,

it has the same, or nearly the same, sound, though shorter in duration. In

unaccentuated syllables, especially before X' Peigan pronunciation often

wavers between o and a, or even between o and a (a). On the other side,

even in accentuated syllables, there are vacillations between o and u.

u A sound between German o in rot and u in rufen. When it is short,

which will be in unaccentuated syllables and before x» '"'"» "^» i* sounds

much like English u in full or like Northern German u in Zunft, Before

vowels it will often be reduced to the semi-vowel w, but generally I have

retained the symbol u.

Diphthongs.
Blackfoot has many combinations of vowels, such as ai, au, ei, eu, iu, oi,

ui, uo, which often sound as true diphthongs, though they are apt to spht

up into their components. The most diphthong-like among them are ai and

au. In ai the a has been more or less influenced by the following i, the

result being that the diphthong often sounds like af, or even, the second

component having altogether or nearly altogether disappeared, like a

long a. In my texts I write ai, even then. Only where the final result of the

monophthongization has been an e, I write this vowel with its own sign.

But I write a (in certain cases a, especially before s), when the second

component has disappeared without having palatalized the first one. As to

au is to be noted, that it sounds like German au in Baum, Haus, and that

it easily passes into o and a (a).

Semi-vowels.

y It sounds like English y in yell, year. It often originates from i before

another vowel. I relatively seldom use the sign y, retaining in most cases

the symbol i. The semi-vowel y is always heard between i and a following

vowel, but then I did not think it necessary to express it in writing.

w The same sound as English w. Most times it has sprung from

antevocalic u. Generally I' have preferred to retain the sign u, so that the

symbol w has been made use of only in a few words. Between u and a

following vowel w is always heard, but not written in this present grammar.

Consonants.
m As in English more.

n As in English never,

p As in French pere, not as in English put.



t As in French tuer, not as in English ^o. Before i it has been

assibilated to ^5.

k Before i [y), e, and £ (from ia) it sounds like French qu in qui, but

somewhat more palatalized. In other cases it has the same sound as French

qu in quand. Blackfoot k never has the value of English c in cut Before i

we often find ks, originating from k,

X It has nearly the same sound as German ch in ac/i, but it is pronounced

more backward.

X Originating from x after i (and after diphthongs with i as second

component, or their monophthongization), it has exactly the same sound

as German ch in ic/i. In my texts I used the symbol x' instead of x.

Glottal stop. I write it only in a few cases/ though it is very often

heard in the language. Sometimes a glottal stop occurs before^, e.g. in

aito'to, and in the imperative-ending -7 (matsi't= matsit}, and this may
give the erroneous impression that the t itself is emphatic. But the same

glottal stop will be found before other consonants (cf. mi'ni, ni'sa, ko's,

aiko'ko', etc.). Walter Mountain-chief makes an ample use of the glottal

stop in his emphatic endings -a, -'i, which seem to be particular to the

narrating-style of his family.

h As English h in hand. This sound principally occurs in some inter-

jections (ha, ha'aidm, haie), but occasionally it is heard also in emphatic

verbal forms as akakaukop, aiksistdkahauki'a.

s A kind of voiceless sibilant, pronounced more backward than English

5. It reminds of the 5 of certain Basque dialects.
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